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You get it, updates are key when it comes to building a community on LinkedIn.  

But maybe you've been hustling, trying to get people to care about your posts, and

getting a whole lot of...crickets.  

OR, maybe you haven't actually posted anything on LinkedIn because every time you

start to type, you realize that you don't know how to make people pay attention to what

you have to say.  

Either way, I can help!  

You see, I started right where you are. I wasn't a celebrity, I didn't have any sort of

power or prestige, I was (am) just a regular girl from Ottawa, Canada.  

Why would anybody care about what I had to say? Right?  

Wrong. You see, the first mistake that most people make is assuming that you need to

be successful, accomplished, or famous to have a voice.  

You don't.  

You just need to be you real, authentic self, focus on connecting rather than

impressing, and learn some key tools when it comes to communication.  

Pretty cool, right?   

Before we dive into some of the scroll stopping strategies, let's chat a bit more about

WHY writing updates on LinkedIn is important. 
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Why bother writing updates on LinkedIn?

Whether your goal on LinkedIn is to launch a product or service, land or dream job, or set

yourself up as a thought leader, you need to be consistently sharing your experiences and

showcasing your values, skills, and goals.  

In other words, you need to build a likeable, trustworthy brand. And building an

irresistible brand requires an investment of consistent content, routinely showing up in others'

newsfeed and making loads of positive impressions.  

From a more analytical perspective, LinkedIn's new algorithm rewards users that regularly

contribute to the LinkedIn community. Since winter of 2018, when content is posted on

LinkedIn, there are three signals that the LinkedIn algorithm looks at to determine its relevance

(which is rewarded with a higher reach): 

Identity: who you are, where you work, your skills, your network 

Content: what your update is about, how old it is, what type of initial engagement it is getting

(views, comments, shares, likes)  

Behaviour: Things you've liked or shared in the past, people you interact with frequently,

where you spend time in your newsfeed.  

That last signal has become critical. What does it mean in plain English? LinkedIn isn't just

assessing your content, it's assessing your contribution to your community.  

Ready to start posting? Let's explore some ways to make your audience slow their scroll! 
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6 CRITICAL questions to ask yourself before you hit that

publish button: 

1. Who am I trying to speak to?  

2. Will this post be valuable to the people I'm trying to

reach?  

3. Does it sound like me?  

4. Is there any way this update could be misinterpreted/Is

this update as clear as possible?  

5. Am I trying to impress the reader, or connect with them?  

6. Does this update have both the WHAT (the story) and the

WHY (why it matters to them)? 

Real examples of LinkedIn updates gone wrong, and how to make them better: 

Update Example #1:  

"What an eventful week! From [conference name] to [another conference name]. Our

next tradeshow will be [conference name], the world's [industry conference]." 

What went wrong: The purpose of this update was to impress, not connect. The

company was focusing on reminding their audience that they've been invited or

showcasing at events, rather than bringing them along for the ride. "What an eventful

week!" is also not strong enough to entice a user to stop scrolling.  

How it could be improved: Adding storytelling elements and focusing more on the why,

rather than the what.  
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Real examples of LinkedIn updates gone wrong, and how to make them better: 

Update Example #2:  

"A packed house for our [event name], held in partnership with [company name] and

[company name], this past weekend. 

Thank you to everyone for making this a big success!" 

What went wrong: Again, the senior executive was focused on impressing people by how

packed the building was and missed an opportunity to share what the event was all

about, who was there, and why it mattered.  

How it could be improved: By changing the voice. The tone is speaking AT the reader,

not TO them. They also should share why the person looking at the photo should care

about it.  

Update Example #3:  

"Myself and [coworker] are currently in [country name], mid-way through a packed

schedule. Thanks to every contributor so far. Next, we will be in [destination country].

Watch this space."  

What went wrong: the person publishing this update is using LinkedIn as a journal. Who

are they speaking to? Where's the call to action? Why should I care about where you are

travelling next?  

How it could be improved: By using a more conversational tone and inviting readers to

respond. I would have asked for recommendations on where to eat or things to see in

destination country, or asked the audience to share their favourite travel destinations.  
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Ready? Set? Publish! Here are some update starters that'll make your audience

slow that scroll on LinkedIn!  

1. Quotes! Find one that's been inspiring you lately AND is relevant to your update

for scroll stopping success! I love scouring goodreads.com for new inspirational quotes

from my fav books and authors!  

2. I received something in my inbox this morning that (insert emotion, ie.

surprised/delighted/outraged, etc.). Here's what it said.  

3. Imagine that (paint a picture for your audience). 

4. How you ever felt like (describe feeling or emotion)? 

5. What would you do if (describe the situation)? 

6. Are you feeling (describe emotion)? I've been there too! (describe how you've

overcome that emotion).  

7. I'll never forget the moment that (describe moment).  

8. It was the hardest thing I've ever had to do. (describe experience) 

9. Most days, you can find me (describe work environment).  

10. Most people know me as (describe perception), but you'd be surprised that I'm

actually (describe real self). 

Looking for even more fun LinkedIn training? Email me at
michaela@michaelalinked.in for one-on-one coaching,
team workshops, and keynotes! 


